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R. G. Gupta

T No. 122,Vidyul Bhawan, Jan path,
^Room
Ja-'lpur-30200S

Managing Director

No.JPD/ MD/SE(TW)/Working Group-4/D.
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Jaipur, dated:

B.l2 .i7

During the 5'n Review meeting of Nigam level DDUGJy Monitoring
committee (working Group No.4 - Power For All)held on dated a.12,2017,
difficultires were raised by the turnkey contractors that they are unable to
complete the work of a particular feeder in absence of non-issuance of demano
notices by the concerned AEN(O&M) and non-deposition of the same by the
prospec'tive applicants which is further leading to barring them to raise their
bills agerinst the work done and causing financial crises to them.

'fo

resolve the issue, after detailed discussions and deliberations
committee decided to issue the following guidelines / procedure to be adopteo
for spec'dy execution of the work for releasing rural household connections
under DDUGJY scheme .-

1.

2.
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The Sub Divisional Offices shall remain opened also on Saturday dated
9,12.2017 and Sunday 10.12,2017 and will do the work of issuance of
fer=der wise provisional demand notices to the identified unconnecteo
rural households appearing in approved SLDs and will ensure that all
such demand notices are issued and handed over to the concerneo
fer:der incharge latest by 12.12.2017 for making its delivery to the
concerned rural households.. The details of such demand notices issued
is also to be maintained in a separate register in AEN office.
AE:N(O&M) shall ensure that till issuance of such all DNs, consumer clerK
shall not be assigned any other works.

3.

Thre XEN/AEN (DDUGJY) will remain associated with AEN(o&M) to
ensure issuance and delivery of demand notices to feeder incharge latest
by 12,12.2017.
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The feeder incharge shall ensure delivery of above demand notices by
15.12.2017 and will report its compliance to AEN(O&M)
A-r9 shall be issued exclusively for deposition of DN Amount under
DDUGJY scheme by the AEN(O&M) to the concerned JEN(O&M)
authorizing him for cash collection at site. For this, JEN(O&M) shall hold
the camps on 33/11KV S/Ss on rotation basis from 15J2201T to
31.12.2017 to ensure maximum deposition of demand notices till the end
of 31.12.2017.
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AEN(O&M) shail issue SCOs cln the same
day against the DN
cleposited and will hand over the
$COs to XEN(DDUGJY) who shall
further hand over the same to the contractor
for executing the work for
release of connection.
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l'he turnkey contractor shall erect

infra as per approved SLDs and will
release connections in accordance with DN
deposition. In case DN is not
deposited by some RHHs of a particular DT, then
although infra shall be
erected but DT will not be installed an<i it will be
deposited in the Store of
concerned AEN.

8.

The concerned Zonar chief Engineers shail monitor
the day_to_day
pnogress for implementation of the above
directions and daily progrus
slrall invariabry be sent to SE(TW), who shari-ippri.u
the consoridated

progress zone_wise to undersigned,

The compliance of the above directions is to be stricfly
adhered by all concerneo,
else disciplinary action shail be initiated against the
defaulters.
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lMLl/
(R.c.cupfa)
Managing Director
Copy submitted/forurarded to the following for information
& necessary action:

1.

l'he Zonal chief Engineer (Jrz)r(K/z)r(B/z),JWNL, Jaipur/Kota/Bharatpur.

2.

l-he Chief Engineer(MM),JpD, Jaipur.

3. l-he

Superintending Engineer ( JPDC/o&M), JWNL, Jaipur /Atwar/Dausa/
hlota/ Bharatpur/ Jhalawar/Sawaimadhopur/KaraulilTonk.l Baranl Bundi/
Dholpur with request to issue directions to concerned for
opening the offices

and rssuing DNs.
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The Executive Engineer

JWNL, Jaipur

/Alwar/Dausa/Kota/

Eharatpur/ Jhalawar/Sawai arauli/Tonk.lBaranl Bundi/
Onotpui io
remain associated with field
ensure compliance of directions.
TA to MD, Jaipur Discom, Jaipur.
]A to Director(Technical), Jaipur Discom, Jaipur.
PA to Director (Finance), Jaipur Discom, Jaipur.

Superintending

